
Appendix

As noted above, we numerically integrated equation 4 to solve for the dopamine

concentration C for any given set of free parameters ),,,( 0 Rjj ak tt .  Powell’s method was

used to search the space of parameters for the set that gave the best fit to the data

(Powell, 1964).  This direct approach produced consistent estimates of times constants

across a variety of stimulus conditions and across animals (figure *). However, there

were strong indications from the raw data (measured dopamine levels) and from

substantial prior experimental work (Michael et al., 1987; Yavich and MacDonald, 2000;

Yavich and Tiihonen, 2000; Phillips et al., 2000, 2002, 2003) that the kick and relaxation

components were directly related to independent physiological processes. Accordingly,

we sought a formal representation of the amplitude function (equation 2) that factored

into a product of two functions that depended respectively on the kicks ( jk ) and the time

constants ( jt ). Such a representation is not possible with the solution written above, so

we employed an approximation as follows.

p(t) was modeled by a delta function d(t) with stimulus times indexed by i:
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For values of the independent components Ij near 1, equation 3 may be written as:
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This logarithmic form allowed the dynamic components to be decomposed into a product

of a vector describing amplitudes (the logarithm of the “kick” parameters kj) and a matrix

dependant on the stimulation times and the _j values:
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Incorporation of equation 7 into the log of equation 2 yields:
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where N is the number of dynamic components.

To estimate the constants (_j, kj and a0), matrix algebra was used (Press et al., 1990).

Let Q
r

 be the vector whose components are NjkQ jj £= ,log  and 01 log aQN =+ .  For

)(log)( tAtO = , then O
r

 represents the vector of the logarithm of observed dopamine

concentrations and the continuous time variable, t, is replaced by a vector of values.

Then, equation 8 may be rewritten as:
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 has as many

elements as there are discrete measurements of dopamine.  The vector Q
r

 has one

more element than the number of components.  The L2 solution of Q
r

 given O
r

 and R is
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RRT  is a real symmetric matrix with a well defined inverse, whereas R  will generally

have many more columns than rows and therefore has no inverse.  With an exhaustive



search over time scales, we can minimize this error.  The set of _j values is selected to

minimize equation 10.  Then the amplitudes ( jj kq log= ) are found directly by matrix

inversion. The free parameters estimated with this approach were in close agreement

with those obtained by the direct integration method used to generate the figures. The

most important aspect of this approximation is that it independent identified three

dynamic components with the correct polarity (facilitating 1>jk or depressing 1<jk ).

That is, the number and polarity of the dynamic components in this approximation was

not fixed. Nevertheless, this approximation, when fit to the measured dopamine data as

described, produced no more error reduction after 3 dynamic components with the same

range and signs of time constants and kick values.


